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ABSTRACT

**Aim:** To explore assessment on a hospital ward for older people from the perspectives of patients and healthcare professionals.

**Design:** A qualitative study drawing on grounded theory was undertaken between February 2015 and January 2016.

**Methods:** Interviews with 15 patients and 22 healthcare professionals, a focus group with six healthcare professionals, 45 hours of observation, and review of 18 sets of patient notes. Analysis was conducted using initial and focused coding, continuously comparing data, emerging codes and themes.

**Findings:** The core category was navigating, constructed through three themes: containing complexity, networking, and situating the process. Navigating assessment was a complex, flexible, context dependent and social process in which healthcare professionals used a combination of formal, informal, visible and invisible ways of working. Registered nurses were at the centre of networking and focused on gathering and sharing information within the multi-disciplinary team, whilst patients had a passive role despite a variety of preferences about their involvement.

**Conclusions:** Navigating the assessment of older people is contextually situated, includes networking and a professional focus on containing complexity. This process may be enhanced by: 1) making informal assessment visible to others; 2) developing the nurses’ role beyond chasing information towards coordinating care; 3) asking patients and acting on how they would like to be involved in decision making.

**Impact:** Acknowledging that navigating assessment is a social, flexible and complex process, including different ways of working to meet patient needs, may enhance the usability of current assessment guidelines and their development.
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SUMMARY STATEMENT

Why is this research needed?

- International and national guidelines advocate using Comprehensive Geriatric Assessments when assessing older people in hospital, which is a formal, standardised and structured approach to assessment.
- Comprehensive Geriatric Assessments are not always used in practice.
- It is unclear how assessments are currently undertaken on a hospital ward for older people.

What are the key findings?

- Navigating assessment is a complex, flexible and social process. It is underpinned by three main themes: containing complexity, networking and situating the process, which means each assessment can be undertaken differently depending on its context.
- Patients are constantly informally assessed and this is often invisible to patients and other healthcare professionals.
- Within navigation patients and healthcare professionals are part of a complex networking process with nurses at the centre. Patients have a passive role despite various preferences regarding involvement in decision-making.

How should the findings be used to influence policy/practice/research/education?

- To utilise and develop all aspects of assessment practice within the care of older people, a raised awareness of the social process of navigating is required, including formal, informal, visible and invisible approaches to assessment.
- Nurses need resources and support to find a balance between their duties at the centre of multi-disciplinary networking and providing direct patient care to allow informal assessment to flourish.
- Individual patient’s preferences regarding their involvement in decision making needs to be incorporated into assessment practice and healthcare professionals need to review and act on these preferences throughout the patient’s admission.
INTRODUCTION

With 524 million people aged 65 and older in 2010, and an expected rise to 1.5 billion in 2050 according to the World Health Organisation (WHO, 2011), the global population is ageing. In the United Kingdom (UK) at least 18% of the population is 65 years or older and this number is expected to increase to a quarter of the population by 2045 (Office for National Statistics, 2017). Healthcare organisations such as the National Health Service (NHS) must meet an increasing demand for care (WHO, 2012a). Assessment of older people is required in order to understand their care needs (NMC, 2014). This study has focused on how these assessments are undertaken on a hospital ward for older people.

Background

Assessing patients’ needs is an important aspect of care provided by the multi-disciplinary team (NMC, 2014). Assessment has been defined as the first step in the care process where information about the patient is gathered (American Nursing Association, 2016). However, gathering information needs to be seen in conjunction with taking action (RCN, 2004). Therefore, assessment is:

‘The evaluation of a person ... during which time information is collected to identify the patient’s needs and formulate a treatment plan.’ (Segen’s Dictionary, 2012)

This definition includes the gathering of information and the development of a plan of action. Both of these activities are present in Comprehensive Geriatric Assessments (CGAs) which are recommended nationally and internationally (Department of Health, 2001; Vize, 2001; European Parliament, 2006; NHS England South, 2014; WHO, 2015; 2016). CGAs are defined as a diagnostic process where an interdisciplinary team addresses multiple areas of need. The aim is to provide integrated care and treatment with long-term follow-up (Wieland & Hirth, 2003). Despite extensive research regarding the effects of CGAs on patient outcomes (Ellis et al., 2017; Ekdahl et al., 2015), it remains unclear which characteristics are most beneficial for patients and professionals (Bakker & Olde Rikkert, 2015). An NHS benchmarking project (2017) stated that 89% of frailty units incorporate CGAs. However, they did not meet the CGA standards suggested by Wieland and Hirth’s (2003) as a care plan or input from nurses or therapists was not always included. Greater clarity is therefore required regarding current assessment in hospital wards for older people. This study aimed to further our understanding of older people are currently assessed during their hospital admission.
THE STUDY

Aim
This study aimed to explore the assessment process on a hospital ward for older people from the perspectives of patients and healthcare professionals.

Design
This study was conducted using a constructivist Grounded Theory (Charmaz, 2014). The philosophical underpinning included the acknowledgement of coexisting multiple subjective truths rather than a search for the absolute truth (Potrac, Jones & Nelson, 2014). It included the importance of context (Bate, 2014), the notion of constructing reality and the researcher’s position as part of the construction (Walker & Dewar, 2000). Charmaz (2014, p.17) aims for an ‘interpretative portrayal of the studied world’. Sampling, data collection and analysis were undertaken simultaneously with data informing the direction of the research leading to a conceptual understanding of assessment (Charmaz, 2014).

In the interpretation of the data the researcher’s perspective is crucial (Charmaz, 2014). The lead author (HW) had nine years of nursing experience in acute, sub-acute and community care for older people in England and the Netherlands. Interest in the topic arose due to different experiences of assessment, ranging from CGA approaches to less structured ways of working. At the start of this study the researcher believed that all assessment should be in line with a CGA approach due to positive personal experiences in practice, however as the study evolved these beliefs changed towards valuing less formal assessment alongside structured assessment of older people.

Sample/Participants
The study took place on one hospital ward at a UK NHS University Hospital Trust, with 42 beds for older people. Twelve beds were assigned to patients who needed close attention, such as those who had a high risk of falling. Activity coordinators organised daily activities for all patients. All Healthcare Professionals (HCPs) working on this hospital ward and all admitted patients were potential participants. Agency staff, and patients if they were dying or if they lacked capacity, as stipulated by the ethics committee, were excluded. The HCP’s identified eligible patients and with their permission contacted the researcher who explained the study and took consent. On six occasions, on the following day, the patient did not remember the purpose of the visit and participation was not pursued. HCPs were approached by the researcher. All participants were given an information sheet, and had at least 24 hours to consider participation before providing written informed consent. All data was anonymised by using participant numbers.
Data was collected through interviews with patients and HCPs, observation of care, review of medical and nursing notes and a focus group with HCPs. These methods will be further explained in the next section. For HCP’s a purposive sample was used (Coyne, 1997) followed by theoretical sampling as coding developed. Theoretical sampling is when participants are recruited based on the evolving themes (Charmaz, 2014). For example, data showed Healthcare Assistants (HCAs), unqualified nursing care providers, conducted initial informal assessments and so further HCAs were recruited. Overall, 57 multi-disciplinary HCPs consented to either an interview, being observed, participation in the focus group, or two or three of these options. Further details are presented in table 1.

Insert Table 1

Data collection finished when theoretical saturation was achieved. Theoretical saturation occurs when no new ideas arise within the categories and themes (Charmaz, 2014). Themes were saturated after 18 HCP interviews and another four were conducted to ensure lack of new insights (Marshall, 2013; Charmaz, 2014). Thirty hours of observation were required and a further session was undertaken at the nurses’ station and at the patient’s bedside to confirm saturation. The place and duration of observation undertaken and time required to review the 18 sets of medical notes is presented in table 2. A focus group with HCPs was conducted during analysis to share the findings which supported the authors’ views that saturation was achieved.

Insert Table 2

A convenience sample (Suri, 2011) of relatively healthy older people was obtained due to the exclusion of patients with cognitive impairment and frailer patients declining participation. Of 54 patients who were invited to participate, three gave written informed consent to observation, and 15 to an interview. All 18 patients agreed to a review of their medical and nursing notes. Of the 54 patients, six were excluded during recruitment due to compromised cognition. Reasons given for declining participation were feeling poorly, tired or unable to cope (N=9), unable to read or understand the documentation and unhappy to sign a form (N=9), lack of interest (N=7), family unhappy with participation (N=4), and no reason given (N=1). After twelve patient interviews saturation was reached, three further interviews confirmed saturation of the themes.

Data collection

Interviews

The 22 HCP interviews and 13 of the 15 patient interviews were digitally audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. Two patient interviews were not recorded due to logistic issues, notes were taken and included in the analysis. Interviews took 45-75 minutes, with an average length of 60
minutes. Open questions (see figure 1) guided the conversation and these were amended as analysis progressed. All professionals were happy to be interviewed in a lounge area just outside the hospital ward, whereas all patients requested to remain in bed or at their bedside.

Observation

Observation took place at the patient’s bedside, during nurse handovers, around the nurses’ stations and during board rounds. Board rounds were daily multi-disciplinary meetings where patients’ treatment and discharge progress were addressed. The focus was on assessment, including communication between HCPs and between patients and HCPs. This related to gaining knowledge about the patient and using knowledge to provide care. Field notes were taken during observation sessions and in-depth memos written immediately afterwards. The researcher was an observer participant (Gold, 1958) and direct participation happened on a few occasions to ensure patient safety.

Review of medical and nursing notes

A template of questions was used to review the medical and nursing notes (see Figure 1). Extensive memos were written for each question. Additionally, a general reflection drawn from all data sources was written to reflect the developing findings, challenges and areas to pursue further. Eighteen patients agreed to a review of their nursing and medical notes which took up to 60 minutes each, depending on the complexity of their care. The memos and reflections were uploaded into NVIVO and coded.

Focus group

The focus group of 90 minutes was undertaken at a later stage during the analysis to present the preliminary findings and discuss the emerging themes with HCPs. Open questions (see figure 1) based on the preliminary findings were used to focus the interview (Charmaz, 2014). It was digitally audio recorded, transcribed verbatim and coded.

Ethical considerations

The study was approved by the local Research Ethics Committee (14/WM/1229), with the requirement that patients with cognitive impairment were excluded, and by the NHS Trust’s Research and Development department.
Data analysis

NVIVO 10 was used for data management. Research team meetings were held regularly to plan and prepare for each stage of the research and enhance theoretical sensitivity (Charmaz, 2014). The research team consisted of Grounded Theory and content experts. The lead researcher had extensive expertise in the care of older people. Memos were written throughout the research process to include analytical thoughts, methodological developments, and self-reflection. Initial and focused coding (Charmaz, 2014) took place with continuous comparison of data and emerging codes and themes. The core category was identified including three main themes, presented in a conceptual framework to show their connection.

Rigour

To ensure trustworthiness and authenticity, the study drew on criteria presented by Guba and Lincoln (1989) and Charmaz (2014). Charmaz (2014) overlaps with and extends the criteria identified by Guba and Lincoln (1989) by adding “originality” and “usefulness”. To enhance credibility (Guba & Lincoln, 1989) data were collected over twelve months using a variety of data collection methods. A focus group with HCPs confirmed that the findings resonated with their experience. To ensure transferability and dependability a detailed description of the context, participants, methods, research process, and findings have been provided (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). Confirmability was facilitated by using participants’ quotations, researcher memos and field notes to aid the evolving analysis (Charmaz, 2014). Authenticity (Guba & Lincoln, 1989) was demonstrated through written and verbal reflection to enhance awareness of personal interpretations of constructed reality. The originality of the study (Charmaz, 2014) is addressed in the discussion and the usefulness of the study (Charmaz, 2014) in the study recommendations.

FINDINGS

A sample of 57 HCPs included specialist, senior and junior nurses, physicians, HCAs and allied care professionals including occupational therapists, physiotherapists and discharge coordinators. The sample consisted of 16 men and 41 women and experience ranged from a few weeks to over twenty years. The patients, fourteen women and four men, had an average age of 83.5 years, ranging from 67 to 100. Their average length of stay on the hospital ward was 15.2 days, ranging from two to 60 days.

Core category: Navigating

The analysis identified the core category of navigating as the key social process used in assessing older people. It incorporated three themes, which are containing complexity, networking, and situating the process. The core category, themes and codes are presented in table 3. Navigating was defined as a
context dependent, social process in which each assessment can be conducted in a different way. It encompasses extensive networking involving HCPs and patients, and HCPs contain complexity through using formal and informal, visible and invisible ways of working, as they prioritise aspects of care with the aim of meeting competing demands. Situating the process identified the context in which the assessment takes place which included daily hospital ward life and tailoring assessment to individual patient needs. Nurses were at the centre of communication, gathering and sharing information with HCPs whereas patients had a passive role. The focus group participants felt navigating reflected their perspective of practice and supported the emerged core category.

Insert Table 3

A conceptual framework of navigating is presented in figure 2, showing the centrality of containing complexity. This is surrounded by and interlinked with networking. These two aspects of navigation are surrounded by and interlinked with the context in which the assessment occurs. These themes are further explained below.

Insert Figure 2

Theme: Containing complexity
HCPs aimed to meet competing demands by incorporating different elements of assessment, which were embedded in different ways of working.

Elements of assessment
The data revealed three steps of assessment, knowing, understanding and if needed, acting. These were undertaken using a range of different elements, see figure 3.

Insert Figure 3

In the first step knowledge about the patients was gained through hearing, reading or observing. Often these were combined, for instance observing and hearing:

‘I notice it straight away if they are not right. ... Then ... I ask the patient how she is’ (Allied HCP 23)

In the second step knowledge was understood through combining and comparing knowledge and experience with the current event. For instance, the observed pale skin linking to knowledge about anaemia. HCP’s also compared knowledge about the patient in two different ways. Firstly, they compared current with previous knowledge:

‘We can compare what they are like now to what they are normally like’ (Junior nurse 22)

Secondly, HCPs compared different knowledge about the same event:
‘I am trying to match what they are saying with ... the clinical picture, the drugs ... blood results, the blood pressure ... what they look like’ (Senior nurse 27)

In step three of the assessment process action was taken if needed, for instance by administering pain relief, making a treatment plan, communicating verbally, documenting or aiming to coordinate or monitor the assessment process. These last three actions were also linked to the theme networking, which is addressed later.

Ways of working
The data showed how the elements of assessment were embedded in different ways of working. These included formal and informal approaches to assessment with different levels of visibility and a task based, prioritised approach to care. The informal approach was explained as an internal process based on instincts and feelings. It does not follow a standardised pattern and is developed through experience. For instance:

‘I would walk around all the patients ... just seeing like how they are, just see if they are talking to you, if they are confused or just having a look at their skin. If they are sitting up straight and things like that’ (Junior nurse 7)

An informal process does not necessarily result in verbalisation or documentation. It appeared as an embedded way of working, seemingly natural to HCPs who incorporated this process almost continuously.

The formal approach was closely linked to standardised documentation and was a structured and formalised approach using risk assessments and specifically designed assessment documents. HCPs spoke about the formal and informal ways of working as an interlinked approach, both perceived as relevant.

‘Sometimes you have the informal thought first ... but then you look for evidence to back up what your instincts are revealing’ (Allied HCP 44)

Where the informal approach seemed more natural to HCPs, the formal process appeared to have gained importance from outside the profession:

‘In today’s society and the culture ... it just proves the point that if it is not written down it hasn’t happened’ (Junior nurse 30)

Care processes were separated into isolated tasks to manage workloads and meet competing demands.

‘Time is something everybody lacks. ... We try to do what is most important’ (Physician 39)
Acute medical issues were prioritised above social or chronic issues:

‘If an ECG is needed urgently then ... it just overrides ... leg dressings’ (Junior nurse 30)

Separating care is potentially due to specialisation and hierarchy as different people hold different information. This caused confusion with some patients:

‘Everything seems to be in a separate little box’ (Patient 13)

Both informal and formal ways of working had different levels of visibility to patients and HCPs. The informal ways, which had an internal nature, may even be invisible to HCPs themselves:

‘Then also, probably not even consciously, you pick up whether someone is very ... frail’ (Physician 15)

It was also invisible to colleagues and patients when processes remained internal. The formal ways of working were normally visible to HCPs as they involved formal documentation and communication. To patients, however, the formal assessment may be as invisible as informal assessment, as it was often undertaken out of their sight or earshot:

‘You can hear them [HCPs], but you can’t see them [HCPs]’ (Patient 11)

In summary, containing complexity encompassed the different ways of working when navigating assessment processes through the three steps of knowing, understanding and acting. This included formal, informal, visible and less visible ways of working and incorporated a prioritising approach to manage workloads.

Theme: Networking

*Networking between HCPs/ the role of the nurse*

The multi-disciplinary team included different disciplines focusing on their area of expertise. HCPs updated one another on the progress made regarding the patient treatment and care, rather than discussing the patients. Multi-disciplinary board rounds to discuss patient progress, hospital ward rounds, nurses’ hand overs and documentation were part of formal communication. Informal communication, which was more ad-hoc, ongoing and without a format was particularly valued by HCPs to keep up with the changing environment and patient conditions:

‘If I had to work on [a different] hospital ward this afternoon I would feel as if I knew nothing, because ... I am missing all the auditory information’ (Allied HCP 44)

Both senior and junior nurses were found at the centre of networking. Senior nurses were overseeing all 42 patients, focusing mainly on admissions, discharges, “poorly” patients and problems. Junior
nurses were responsible for up to twelve patients. All nurses gathered and shared information from and with other disciplines:

‘You are in the middle ... like the centre point’ (Junior nurse 29)

Nurses described the amount of information as ‘overwhelming’ (Junior nurses 22 and 30) and they disliked the time spent on documentation:

‘There are days where I just feel all I do is paperwork’ (Junior nurse 24)

Other aspects of nursing care, such as personal care, seemed to be perceived with less priority and was often delegated to HCAs:

‘They [trained nurses] have to write their assessment ... they rely on us then to give them the feedback’ (HCA 1)

‘You are ... relying on your HCAs. ... I would like to do more patient care’ (Junior nurse 24)

Nurses summarised their networking activities as ‘chasing people.’ (Junior nurse 7). This suggested that nurses check whether a range of activities have taken place, which differs from coordinating care in which activities are steered. Additionally, other HCPs did not always listen to the information nurses were able to share:

‘Hospital ward nurses are the ones who seem to have the most comprehensive information, but they are not always listened to’ (Field notes 13)

Networking between patients and HCPs

The data revealed a difference between updating and actively involving the patient in decision making. HCPs used updating to provide information to the patient and/or their relatives. Different views were shared regarding the extent to which patients felt they had been updated:

‘The doctor took very much time in explaining and telling me what was going to go on’ (Patient 9)

‘I was told after the scan I could go home. ... I am still lying here and I haven’t got a clue’ (Patient 12)

Networking with patients mostly did not move beyond updating, with limited examples of patient involvement in the data. Patients presented different preferences regarding their level of involvement in decision making, with some of them preferring a more active role than others. One patient, who was more involved in decision-making explained how this led to disagreement:

‘I want to go home. ... [The physician] ... didn’t want to hear it... I don’t think he thought that was a possibility’ (Patient 10)
Overall, the role of the patient within networking appeared to be a passive one:

‘This isn’t my body ... for a few days now, because it is theirs’ (Patient 9)

‘If you are a patient ... you grin and bear it’ (Patient 11)

In summary, networking was a key professional activity within navigating assessment and patients had a largely passive role. Nurses were found at the centre of networking as they focused on chasing others to gain and share information about the patient with the multi-disciplinary team.

Theme: Situating the process
Navigating an assessment emerged as context-dependent, influenced by the individual patient needs and the hospital ward environment.

*Individual patient needs*
Individual patient needs underpinned all three steps of assessment and in particular the third step of acting.

‘Acting ... is contextual .... It will be slightly different from patient A, from patient B, on the same assessment’ (Physician 39)

The timing and content of information that was required from or about the patient was based on patient’s needs.

‘If ... they are from their own home ... I can ask them a little bit about how are they coping. ... If they are in a nursing home ... I might not ask them so many questions about that’ (Physician 13)

Cognition was mentioned as an important influence on navigating assessments. For instance, to diagnose pain a HCA mentioned:

‘I think facial expressions say a lot when people can’t express other ways’ (HCA 1)

Additionally, information was gathered via family or care home professionals when patients were unable to do this. Therefore, each assessment process was navigated to meet the patient’s needs.

*Daily hospital ward life*
Daily hospital ward life focused on practical resources and ward processes, including time, staff availability and guidelines:

‘It depends ... how busy the hospital ward is and where the nurses are. ... I would try and ask them if there is any nursing concern for that patient, but ... that doesn’t always happen’ (Physician 15)

‘At the end of the day, this is the hospital guidelines, this is how you are supposed to [carry out your work]’ (HCA 1)
Guidelines influenced assessment practice, such as existing predesigned assessment documentation. Additionally, risk assessments add up to actions dictated on the basis of scores, rather than on clinical judgement. Therefore, following the guidelines influenced the navigating process. In summary, the third theme focused on how assessments are embedded in and influenced by their context.

**DISCUSSION**

Although guidelines and literature advocate a standardised and formalised approach, this study presented navigating as the key social process in assessing older people. Navigating is a complex, flexible, context dependent, and social process in which HCPs constantly network and use different ways of working to meet competing demands. They use a variety of formal and informal processes to navigate assessment and provide care which may be invisible to others. Additionally, nurses were found at the centre of networking as they chased other members of the multi-disciplinary team. Their role in direct patient care was limited, despite the informal assessment requiring close contact between nurses and patients. Lastly, the patient’s role was passive despite different preferences regarding their role within the networking process. In this section these points will be further discussed.

Originality is demonstrated in the identification of navigating as the central process of assessment (Wiltjer, 2017). Navigating has been used to describe the process in which nurses signpost patients through the healthcare system for treatment and disease management (Cantril & Haylock, 2013; Cathro, 2016; McMurray & Cooper, 2016). In these studies, assessment is the first step of navigating, whereas in the current study navigating is the core process of assessment. This is a new finding.

The literature on assessing older people mainly focuses on CGAs (NHS England South, 2014; NMC, 2014; WHO, 2016; Ellis et al., 2017) which is a linear and standardised process where information is gained and care is planned and provided in a structured manner. This neglects the social process of navigating where HCPs constantly network, contain complexity by using different ways of working and tailor each assessment to its context. This suggests that lack of use of CGAs in practice is not merely an implementation failure (Gladman et al., 2016) but a failure to consider the social process in which assessment occurs.

To maintain the complexity of the navigated assessment within its context, HCPs used different ways of working including diverse levels of formality and visibility and a task based approach to care, supporting the work by Penney et al. (2016). Informal ways of working were identified as using tacit knowledge (Polyani, 1966; Schön, 1995; Gabbay & Le May, 2004; Bate et al., 2012) where experience of practice is valued (Benner, 2001; Rycroft-Maloney et al., 2010). HCPs used the informal and formal approach in combination, for instance formal information could support initial informal assessment.
Therefore, both approaches were valued and used in assessment processes and HCPs need to have the skills to incorporate both in daily practice.

Some aspects of navigating assessment were invisible to HCPs, patients, or both, due to internal processing of information. Invisible care may hide the complexity of care processes and consequently HCPs may not be acknowledged for this advanced skill (Allen, 2015). HCPs were also prioritising their work by separating care processes into tasks. These findings resonate with current literature which highlights working within resource limitations which may lead to potential omissions in care (Maben et al., 2012; Jones, 2016; Griffiths et al., 2018).

Nurses gathered and shared information as direct patient care was delegated to HCAs, supporting Allen (2015) and Kessler, Heron and Dopson (2015). Although nurses valued their networking role, time spent undertaking direct patient care allowed for close observation of and communication with the patient as part of informal assessment practice. Allen (2015) advocates a move away from direct patient care towards more tasks related to care organisation and planning. However, the current findings suggested expertise is required for informal assessment, incorporating knowledge and experience, and thus nurses should remain active in direct patient care. This suggests registered nurses require a balance between direct patient care and their role at the centre of multi-disciplinary networking. Additionally, as HCAs undertake informal assessment they need appropriate training to enhance their skills. The current study points to a continued conflict between the nurses’ aim to coordinate care and the reality of chasing others. The nurses’ role within the team has been linked to a potentially lower status than, for instance, physicians and senior therapists (Allen, 2015; Liberati, Gorli & Scaratti, 2016). Historically nurses are largely female and a supporting profession (Goodman, 2015) and the chasing role may be part of this legacy.

Most patients in this study had a relatively passive role and limited involvement within the assessment process. These findings differ from guidelines (NHS England South, 2014; NMC, 2015; WHO, 2015) and literature highlighting Person-Centred Care (McCormack et al., 2010; Ekman et al., 2011). Patients had differing preferences regarding their level of involvement in decision-making, supporting findings by Tobiano et al. (2015). The findings from the current study pointed to the importance of assessing, reviewing and facilitating individually preferred levels of involvement.

Limitations
Strengths of the study include the use of a constructivist Grounded Theory and qualitative methods, providing a philosophical underpinning and ‘tools’ to explore patients’ and HCPs’ perspectives on the assessment process. HCPs from a range of disciplines took part, allowing for multi-disciplinary perspectives.
A limitation of the study is that it was conducted on one hospital ward, therefore the findings are not necessarily transferrable. A clear description of the findings and context provides an opportunity for readers to decide how the study could relate to their situation (Charmaz, 2014).

Due to the ethics committee’s advice, patients with cognitive impairment were excluded. The prevalence of dementia amongst patients of 70 years and older in hospital ranges between a third (Briggs et al., 2016), 25-29% (Timmons et al., 2015), and 42.4% (Sampson et al., 2009). In addition, in this study 30 of 54 patients declined participation for reasons mentioned earlier. Therefore, the researcher recruited patients based on availability, resulting in a convenience sample. Although this resulted in saturation of the available data, this was not theoretical saturation as suggested in Grounded Theory (Charmaz, 2014).

**CONCLUSION**

To utilise and develop all aspects of assessment practice within the care of older people, a raised awareness of the social process of navigating assessment is required. This includes formal, informal, visible and invisible approaches to assessment. Education and practice settings should provide the opportunity to reflect on, explain, purposefully use and develop skills in relation to navigating assessment processes. Additionally, nurses need resources and support to find a balance between their networking duties which they aim to develop from chasing others to coordinating the team effort alongside providing direct patient care to undertake informal assessment. HCAs require appropriate training to enhance their role within informal assessment. Further research is needed to understand the way HCPs incorporate informal and invisible assessment, and how this can be developed further while HCAs are undertaking most direct patient care. Patient engagement should be incorporated with involvement preferences accommodated throughout assessment. Further research is required to explore how to facilitate individual involvement preferences within navigation of assessment.
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